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QUIZ 54 Questions
Correct answers to the ‘True or False’ questions earn 1 mark,
incorrect answers earn -1, whilst no answer is no marks. The
moral being, if you don’t know, don’t answer!

History & Geography
1

Which of these cocks came first… [pause]: a) The aircraft cockpit b)
the feathered Shuttlecock c) Thomas Crapper's Ballcock?

2

True or false: Alfred Hitchcock didn't have a belly button. It was
eliminated when he was sewn up after surgery.

3

What happens when you throw a white rock into the Red Sea?

4

True or false: Clans of long ago that wanted to get rid of their
unwanted people without killing them use to burn their houses down
-- hence the statement "to get fired."

Science & Nature
5

Do more lionesses mostly fancy male lions with a) blonde manes b)
dark brown manes c) ginger manes or d) black manes?

6

How much whale-spunk is released when a blue whale ejaculates: a)
8 fluid ounces, b) 8 pints c) 8 gallons or d) 80 gallons?

7

When snails have sex with each other: how long does it take: a) 12
seconds b) 12 minutes c) 12 hours or d) 12 days?

8

Whose sex life lasts exactly 2 seconds: a) Dolphin b) Mosquito c)
Worm or d) Frog?

Language & Literature
9

True or false: A whale's penis is called a dork.

10 True or false: A walla-walla scene is one where extras pretend to be
talking in the background - when they say "walla-walla" it looks like
they are actually talking.

11 What is a four letter word ending in "k", which means to have
intercourse [and can be used of the radio!]?

12 True or false: A pregnant goldfish is called a twit. True
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Mathematics
13 Listen carefully, I’m only going to say this once: how many doors

away does your neighbour’s neighbour’s neighbour live?
14 If movie tickets cost £10, how much would it cost to take two friends
to the movies twice?
15 Listen carefully, I’m only going to say this once: do this sum in your
head: Start with 1,000. Add 60. Add 2,000. Add 30. Add 1,000. Add
10.
16 True or false: A 'jiffy' is an actual unit of time for 1/100th of a
second.

Sport
17 Who infamously said “The batsman’s Holding, the bowler’s Willey”?
18 True or false: There are 336 dimples on a regulation golf ball.
19 Which Olympic long jumper could also jump higher than a house?
20 You are walking along a canal towpath when you suddenly have the

urge to catch a fish for your tea. You cut a flexible branch and attach
the string in your pocket. There is s notice which states that fish
under 1 Kg must be thrown back. How do you decide whether you
can keep the fish or not?

Music
Name the songs with the following [almost] lines? Extra mark for the
artiste.

21 ’Scuse me while I kiss this guy
22 Are we human or are we hamsters?
23 Get up in the morning, baked beans for breakfast
That’s how every mouse can be fed

24 Lay across my big breast, babe Massage in a brothel
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Art & Entertainment
25 What was the name of Will Smith’s character in ‘The Fresh Prince Of
Bel Air’?

26 True or false: Alfred Hitchcock didn't have a belly button. It was
eliminated when he was sewn up after surgery.

27 Under what circumstances is it legal in Hollywood for a woman to
marry 10 men without getting a divorce & none die?

28 How old will I be at my next birthday? – Careful, minus marks will be
awarded!!!

Food & Drink
Name the following products

29 A million housewives everyday…
30 Dad do you know the pianos on my foot?
31 All because the lady loves
32 Bum bum bum bum
Words
33 There is a seven letter word in the English language that contains ten
words without rearranging any of its letters, what is it?

34 What is missing from this sequence [one word]?
teloiv ogidni eulb ***** wolley egnaro der

35 What is represented by the following?
Schubert's Symphon

36 My 10, 8, 3 is a boisterous lad.
My
My
My
My
My

9, 4, 8, 7 is the underground part of a tree.
6, 5, 7 is admired by some.
3, 4, 1, 7 can be used to keep a door shut.
2, 1, 7, 6, 9 is where we pray.
whole is where some discoveries are made.

James Doohan, who plays Lt. Commander Montgomery Scott on Star Trek, is missing the
entire middle finger of his right hand.
The first inter-racial kiss on TV was in an original "STAR TREK" episode entitled "Plato's
Stepchildren". The kiss was between Nichelle Nichols and William Shatner.
The first time the word "hell" was spoken on TV was in an original "STAR TREK" episode
entitled "City on the Edge of Forever". The exact quote was "...let's get the hell out of
here...", spoken by William Shatner.
The mask used by Michael Myers in the original "Halloween" was actually a Captain Kirk mask
painted white.
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QUIZ 54 Answer Sheet
Correct answers to the ‘True or False’ questions earn 1 mark,
incorrect answers earn -1, whilst no answer is no marks. The
moral being, if you don’t know, don’t answer!
Team Name
Dingbats
1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

11

6

12
History & Geography

1
2
3
4
Science & Nature
5
6
7
8
Language & Literature
9
10
11
12
Mathematics
13
14
15
16
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Sport
17
18
19
20
Music
21
22
23
24
Art & Entertainment
25
26
27
28
Food & Drink
29
30
31
32
Words
33

There is a seven letter word in the English
language that contains ten words without
rearranging any of its letters, what is it?

34

teloiv, ogidni, eulb, __?__, wolley, egnaro, der

35

Schubert's Symphon

36

My
My
My
My
My
My

10, 8, 3 is a boisterous lad.
9, 4, 8, 7 is the underground part of a tree.
6, 5, 7 is admired by some.
3, 4, 1, 7 can be used to keep a door shut.
2, 1, 7, 6, 9 is where we pray.
whole is where some discoveries are made.

James Doohan, who plays Lt. Commander Montgomery Scott on Star Trek, is missing the entire middle finger of his
right hand.
The first inter-racial kiss on TV was in an original "STAR TREK" episode entitled "Plato's Stepchildren". The kiss was
between Nichelle Nichols and William Shatner.
The first time the word "hell" was spoken on TV was in an original "STAR TREK" episode entitled "City on the Edge of
Forever". The exact quote was "...let's get the hell out of here...", spoken by William Shatner.
The mask used by Michael Myers in the original "Halloween" was actually a Captain Kirk mask painted white.
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